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Well, the Fall semester comes to a close, and
we're quite proud to present the most recent issue of
Tempo. Like fall semesters have a tendency to do,
this issue took a while to get going, but with some allstar additions to our staff (<applause> Lindsay Barnhill
and Lisa Knott), we've pulled out what we believe to
be our best issue yet.
Our first thanks go out to our writers and contributors; without photographers and illustrators, we'd have
no pictures, and the articles'd be lame; without
authors, we'd have no stories, and the magazine'd
suck; without designers and layout-ers, there'd be no
magazine, and we'd all get fired. But hey, it's a moot
point since this issue kicks ass. (We here at Tempo
like to pat ourselves on the back.) So our gratitude for
everyone's help is infinite and all-encompassing .
We'd also like to say gracias to you who read the
magazine and support our existence. We don't get a
lot of feedback, but we try to bring you stuff you kinda
care about. If you're reading this now, we appreciate
it, and we hope you like what you see.
Now, we've caught flack for doing this in the past,
but we like it, so we'll ignore the philistines and
indulge ourselves. Here's some of the fundamental
behind-the-scenes components of this issue:
•Reams of paper: about 8
•Cups of gas station cappuccino: 27
•Gas station employees we know by name: 3
•Rolls of film: we have no idea
• Times the cop asked us if we'd be working late: 9
•New G4s: 1
•Pens stolen from the Chanticleer: 5
• Times we listened to the new Incubus CD: 16
•Computer screen desktops changed: 2
•Number of stories we didn't get: 4
Now, read on; we relinquish our collective efforts
to the unyielding, sometimes cruel, scrutiny of
Coastal's student body.
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New Professors: Tempo takes a look
at three new Coastal staff members.
Local Music: Giving pop culture the
finger.
Ohh, the humanity: The opening of
the new humanities building.
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Denki University.
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Disclaimer: Tempo is written , edited and designed by Coastal Carolina University students, and is
distributed free of charge to the members of the campus community. The opinions expressed
herein are those of the writers , and do not necessarily represent the views of the editors, the magazine , the Office of Student Activities , or the University . All facts have been researched by the
staff , and we have faith in their judgement. No part of this publication may be reproduced without
the written consent of the office of Student Activities.

rlEW CHArlTS
We here at Tempoare alwaysaware of changesaround campus. We feel it is our civic duty to
inform the student body about changesin on-campuslife. So stayingtrue to form, we bring for
your viewing pleasure some Q and A with a few of CCU'snewest faculty and staff members.
Everseen a guitar playing,slam-dunkingchemist? Well, neither havewe. But if you combined
these three new additionsto Coastal'sfaculty,you'd definitelyhavesomethingto grin about. So
who makes up the superstar creation? CoachTedJeffries (BasketballCoach),Myriam Roncancio
(SpanishProfessor),and Dr. John Reddic(ChemistryProfessor),who were all willing to answer ou
"soul-searching"questions.

I
.

I

Coach
TedJefferies
Asst.Men'sB-Ball

Tempo: So what would you say is your favorite childhood
memory?
Coach: Playingball with my friends and riding bikes.
Tempo: What do you considerthe best televisionshow?
Coach: The Practice.
Tempo: Who is your favorite musicalgroup or singer?
Coach: Maxwell.
Tempo: What's the craziest thing you ever did in
college?
Coach: I streaked the lawn at UVA,it's a graduation
tradition. I ran about the distance from the Prince
buildingto the Wall building,or about 120 yards.
Tempo: Do you have any pets?
Coach: A rottweiler, named Samson.
Tempo: Are you right-handed,or left-handed?
Coach: Ambidextrous.

tempa_03

Dr.JohnReddic
Chemistry

Tempo:Sowhatwouldyousayisyourfavoritechildhood
memory?John:Building
forts inthebackyard
withmybest
friend.
Tempo:What'syourmostembarrassing
momentinteaching?
John:<Grins>
It probably
hasn'thappened
yet.
Tempo:
What'syourfavoriteband?
John:BillyPilgrim.
Tempo:
Doyouhavea favoritetv show?
John:TheSimpsons!
Tempo:
Leftor righthanded?
John:Left.
Tempo:What'sthecraziestthingyoudidin college?
John:I'mnotallowed
to tell;courtorders.
Tempo:
Doyouhaveanyspecialphysical
talents?
John:No,notreally.
Tempo:Anypets?
John:Nope.

Tempo:Sowhatwouldyousayisyourfavoritechildhood
memory?
Myriam:I'mveryold,soI can'tremember
anyfavorite
childhood
memory.
Tempo:Whatdoyouconsider
to bethebesttelevision
show?
Myriam:I don'tliketo watchTVtoomuch.
Tempo:Whatisyourfavoritebook?
Myriam:AnimalFarm.
Tempo:Whoisyourfavoritemusical
groupor singer?
Myriam:Folkmusic.Groups
frommycountryof Colombia,
suchas"LosPanchos."
Tempo:Doyouhaveanyspecial
talents?
Myriam:I playtheguitar.
Tempo:Doyouhaveanypets?
Myriam:No.

Myriam
Roncancio
Spanish

Sitting on the couch and listening to her voice sends

are so different. It is almost like looking into a distorted

chills down my spine. The smell of turpentine and rose-

mirror. They bear the same first name, they look alike,

m~ry fills my nostrils, and the sight of this woman makes

but their lifestyles are hardly similar. The females I am

me whole. She causes me to look at life in a completely

ctescribing are my mother (Virginia Wright) and my grand-

differerif way. Her air, her stature. The way she walks, the

mother (Virginia Harper). My mother and grandmother

The
hands

way she looks at me with those eyes of wisdom.

are the most influential people in my life, and the stories

way she moves her long time-worn
keeps me _captivated in her rhythm. And when

of their lives have impacted me greatly. The events in
their lives are unique tales themselves. This story

she pauses, .'1 tutn around and see another figure that

explores their lives, and compares my grandmother's and

gr~atly resembles this woman. They are so alike, but they

mother's experiences in America:

)
My grandmother does not

picking strawberries and cotton. They

to live with her grandparents. She

know when she was born because

had a three bedroom shack located

worked on a small farm there, pickin~

she was never told, and her birth was

right beside the field. The shack held

cotton again, and planting snap

never recorded. In those times, she

nine people: my grandma, her mom,

beans, sweet potatoes, ·and collard

was just another black child born in

dad, four sisters, and two brothers.

greens. My grandma loved the coun- ·

the country. She was just another field

Unfortunately, the bus stop that my

try; it was quiet and beautifu_l,.-but they

hand, another mouth to feed, and she

grandma had to use to get to school

were subject to fits of violence by their

perceived herself as a burden to soci-

was three miles away; she had to

vicious neighbors. ~y gra~dma

my grandma is literally a
''nobody" walking this
earth. She receives no social

walk the three miles in a pair of left-

remembered .a'~ime when· she was

ety. Because of this,

security because she always worked

walking.down
the . street with her
...-·,·
{
..
. mother to to to .the local store': A bus

foot shoes to reach the bus stop·
every day, and has shown me the

corns on her feet to prove her story._,./·· ·full o(.white children. threw eggs in
Three years later, her fa~t,er·

in exchange for food and clothes,

died, and she had to drop out .of

instead of money. To this day, she

school. By that time, .my grandma had

their .;fa:c~~Eac;h

like a

little
. carownball as it
sm,ash-i!1iintQ their bodies.
,{'

'

remains on welfare. She

-~gg
felt

=~~Ye:;r:
;:i::~~

,/~i,/l;,

hated depending on welfare

-f;t·~t~?',

when she was a child, and

they never lowered their
heads. When they returned

still despises it today. My
1

home, my grandma's mother

gr~mdma (Mamma) does
,, not·\w_ant to be srmp
. Iy anot h-·

told her that she should never

er statistic, sitting back and

forget that incident, and that it

;

a check for doing

should only make her more

nothing. She wants to work

determined to get out of the

collecting

:.--,.._

for a living, but is unable to

ghetto. My grandma never

because of a disability.

forgot, and continues to talk

Mamma has never held a

about it today.

check addressed to her in

Finally, th~it/ime in

her hands. She has never
had an employer give her a

the cou~~ry came to an _end .. .
•::,,,,.,,_,-~

t•

They movec;t
.,. to' Charleston,

check with the amount of her hard-

received_only a thfrJ:gra~if!tigri.

looking to start a new life in the city.

earned dollars inscribed on it. She

She was convinced ·that she was a

Hoping to gjve her daug_hfera better

has. only received a distorted cousin

failure and that .she would never learn

life, Mamma's
motfier gave her away
,·

of it, the food stamp.

how to reac.t Her mother, Eva, prov~d

in marriage to a 1man named Lev}

her wrong, spending endless· hours.:

Jones when she,wasaro~nd 'ten or

Orangeburg, SC, a country girl to the

teaching her how to read and writef

'eleven years old:

bone. When she was five, her mother

while working in the fields. In time,

telling the justice department that she

took her to the fields to pick ·cotton

Mamma learned how to read at a

was fifteen years old_..Mamma ·di~:i'~6!
,. •.

just to make ends meet. Her father

sixth-grade level.

have any children during tier fir,~·tyear ·~ ·

My grandmother was born in

·,

,'

'

H~r
mother ·ha·d ~1ied, "

t-

took odd jobs to put food on the table,
but he mainly worked in the fields,

After the death of her fq:ther,
my .grandma moved -to Hollyhill, SC,

06_ternpa

. , ........,...

.. .

• ...

~~

of marriage, but had many in thij .·---.
years to come. She hqd _a to~ ,L;~,_.,
,-•·

/

J

..,...,,...

...,_.......

__

mother walked home to the
Jackson St. Projects with their
who usually refused to work, but

goods. Tired and exhausted, they

when he did go, he went to work

stored the food and took care of

drunk. He kept my grandmother's life

the kids that were left home

mis~rable, causing my grandma and

alone. They cleaned, and cooked

mother to begin distrusting and hating

a fast supper of rice and grease.
While taking care of this busi-

all me_~, exc_ept ~heir own sons. Levi

·< ... ._

was nevet really}1 part of my grand-

ness at home, Mamma was also

ma
~. and mother's
-, lfves,
, -0ut. when> he

ta1<ingcare of her four sisters and

w1s ;-he_always ·ca~s~d pro~le~s .. My

two brothers, since she was the

,

mother rem~mbers a · d_ay -~hen sh~'-·."·- oldest female child. She went to
and her sister, ·Ratricia, 'went· to her
father for a pair

·-.·· her mother's place, and clothed,

~fs~~s,., th~t ~e. had

··-.f~d,,_and practically took care of

,

previously prom_
ised ·them .. Theywent
·¼t.,.__ ·-..

them ·while her mother was out

·,

to the store where he worked and •. .
·,~:

''

'\"\'I·

.

:

~

working to ~upport the family. This

\'

asked for the shoes, but he bega~ ·, '.

was Mam_ma's responsibility in the
....~

.\.._

yelling at them, saying that he did nqt

·

..

family, and ·all females had to help

have any shoes or money -for the~ \, ..\\ ._,with child raising. This job has been

,"

He told them that they should ask

1:

\.>.,_
\

0

the shoes. After that incid;ent, my

'.

I

way when I was five years old ( 19?5), \
imagine how my grandma, who_n~d-·/ ·-

•

been doing it all her life, felt. ··

\ herjtage as well.

mother made a vow; since the age of

: ·H my grandmother could -~pt have

We would check every nook and

seven, she never returned to ask him

tJ1filleci
.her '·;dreams; she .wanted her
~ ~
:

cranny of the furniture to see if it was

for another favor. She no longer

Q~n piece o_Jland, and .to raise\ her

still usable, which most of t~e time, it

became dependent on anyone, espe-

chil9ren in t_he\~ountry like she ~as

~

i-

•.

.

"

.

~

',_

•

I

't

_.,.

.\.

\

t

·i

•

was. Eyen if she couldn't find exactly

·,

cially men, for any type of support.

raised; Mamma :•r,1anted her chilc;iren

_what she needed, Mamma would

Sh~ _d~spised men, and was desper-

to have m~re cthan what ·she had . .

,alter other items to fit her purpose.

i,

·/

.:·

~

.

~,~

_ate never to be ~umiliated that way

Unfor.tunately,; hef,_sons ·an9_.daugh-

Blankets became curtains; ripped

again.

ter$fnhe,rited ti}§ .~amef'p~oblems she

sheets, dish rags; and towels were

\..

>/

My mother went home to my

.:_h.~~ecr

..•

,t..fr. - ·~

They were r~jected by

converted to rugs. I guess the old

granaft:i~ and told ·her what had hap-

society, and remained second-class

saying is right, "one ~an's trash is

pened. Mamma just sfg~~d, and took

citizens. They hav~_earned less than

another man's treasure." Grandma,

my mo_
ther with 'her to the ·boarding

12,000 dollars per-year; they have

my mother, and I would walk down

hotise when~:she"worked. There, she

scrounge ·d the streets tor furniture

the street to her empty abode with the

and chairs. I remember walking down

scavenged items. Though, even with

baby-sit. Ruby Dukes, owner of the

the street with my grandma, going

the newfound gems, her house still

boa(ding ho_use, loved Mamma's work

throug~ garbage piles in the gutters

seemed hollow, and lacked that flavor

to look at the furniture every<;mehad

of home.

-- foarne~ how

i;;'clean, cook, and ···

..·:·
so much that:..she gave her a bag of
}·

"'

--\

...../ice, canned goods, and clothing for
~,:~

cheese down the street. If I felt this

·•..

, tjon,, and my mother is··a victim of this
'I

like so many rats carrying pieces of

\

" passed from-.generalion to generai \

their lazy mother to go and pay for

··\

look at us carrying off old furniture

.b,.er,.
_
an.d h~Hkids. Mamma and my

d1~carded. I felt so embarrassed to be
there; I was ashamed to have p_
eople

Mamma was poor to the bone,
but when the first of the. month rolled
hm1pa_07

around, she was the richest woman

level. This never changed through-

Shipyard, and is now working at

in the projects. She would use every

out her life, and she failed to break

MUSC.

single food stamp to fill the refrigera-

the circle of poverty that trapped her

tor with groceries. But there was a

family so long ago. She never even

when she graduated high school,

dark side to life, even then. Most of

bothered registering to vote because

but didn't have the money to go.

the time, the lights would be off, or

she could not see how the govern-

When she married my father, she

the water would be off. So Mamma

ment was really helping her. She

did so in hopes of securing a slight

would take wood from various ditch-

saw only evidence of how she was

step up the social ladder. She was

es, and find twigs and logs for her

being avoided and shunned.

no longer poor, but was now lower

fireplace to cook a good meal. She

My mother was born and

She wanted to go to flight school

middle class. Her economic status

would then go to the laundromat or

raised in the Jackson St. Projects in

rose from 12,000 dollars to 25,000

gas station and fill up empty milk

Charleston, SC, during the middle of

dollars per year. This was a huge

cartons with water for her children to

the century. She went to school, but

improvement from the type of living

bathe in and cook with. Mamma

also helped out my grandma

to which she had become accus-

has always had too much pride to

because she was the oldest female

tomed. When asked if she had ever

ask for help from other people. She

child. She had to do odd jobs with

voted, she responded that she had,

works with what she has; she could

my grandmother, learning how to

once, but couldn't remember when.

take three dollars and stretch it for a

baby-sit, clean, and cook -- the main

She voted for a democrat, hoping

whole month if need be. There is

types of jobs black females held at

that it would do some good, but

nothing she cannot do.

the time. Either they were taking

soon lost faith in the government.

care of other people's kids or were

This only served to strengthen her

my grandma sixty dollars each

teachers in their communities. My

religion and her faith in God.

month, because they wrongly

mom worked for clothes and food,

believed that she was receiving

much as her mother had years

and grandmother have held on to. It

social security. So, she would spend

before, but she would rush home,

has helped them through hard

that little bit of money on rent, with

take care of her brothers and sis-

times, explaining the things they

nothing left to pay the light and

ters, and complete her homework.

underwent. God has always been

water bill. Her two youngest daugh-

She repeated numerous grades so

the only part of their lives that has

ters, Diane and Donna, were the

many times, that she cannot remem-

actually showed them love and com-

only ones left in the home to pay

ber in what year she should have

passion.

these bills each month. But even

graduated. But she never even gave

their checks could not pay off the

thought to dropping out of school

poverty by completing school

ridiculously high charges, as they

like many of her brothers and sisters

regardless of the immense amount

could only work at fast food restau-

had done. She completed her edu-

of required work. Her economic and

rants, making the minimum wage of

cation, graduating from Burke High

social status rose slightly, but it was

about two dollars. My grandma

School in 1970, and married in

enough for her children to climb the

never bought anything for personal

1971. She went from job to job, but

social ladder out of poverty. I am the

enjoyment; everything she pur-

stopped her previous method of

future for my mother and grandma.

chased was to benefit her children in

working for food and clothing, and

Through me, they will live their

the best way she could afford. Her

finally began receiving money. She

economic status remains at poverty

worked at Sam's Solomon, Braswell

Through me, they
will be lifted from poverty.

Welfare services would only give

08_\empa

Faith is the one thing my mother

My mother broke the cycle of

dreams.

■

Lindsey Barnhill takes a look at
the local rock scene.

and fellow band-mates of The Wicked
Awesomes, who have only practiced a
total of five times since forming in May,
use improvisation and discoveries of
inner-self to prive their music. For
Drew, it's not about making millions;

~ 'Drummer_forthe band

1.P(anet Codiyounds

instead, he employs an alternative

one out.}

approach to pursue the different goals
he has in mind. He describes his band
as artistic, striving to produce energetic
shows with strong focus on creative
expression; but what exactly is the message The Wicked Awesomes are
attempting to share with Generation Y?
"Never be afraid of new experiences,

Drew simply, yet sincerely, states as he

Imagine two college students in Wal-Mart,

recalls the moment that inspired him to

as they pass a life-size cutout of pop's

embark on his present dream. It was

· princess: "Too bad Britney can't sing. I'd be

his eagerness to try something different

less irritated with the lyr_ics if she could at
least carry a tune.

11

which prompt_
ed his newfound form of

"Yeah, not to mention, her

boyfriend's band sucks. Too many annoying

expression.

dance moves, not enough natural talent.

Most people wouldn't associate the
concepts of thrash-punk and the
Salvation Army; some might even

When is grunge gonn·a make a come-back?"
Almost everyone brushes off the success
of pop superstars like N'sync and Britney

argue that thrash-punk is void of any

Spears, but who would decline an invitation to

rational concepts at all. However, in a

stand alongside Carson Daly and co-host the

small two-room hole-in-the-wall, located

infamous TRL on MTV? The fans, the spot-

on Seaboard St., the idea of intertwining

light, the MOOLAH; would anyone, in their

the two was born. Michael Wood,
owner of said hole-in-the-wa11
;·the Lazy

right mind, ever choose not to be famou~
' :;\..

According to an enthusiastic and strong-spirit-·~ .-

I, thrives on featuring not-so-famous

ed CCU freshman, Drew Jacobs, some local

bands, as well as contributing

_;

io chari-

band members (himself included) would

ties such as the Salvation Army. The

shove aside fame, fortune, and all that accom-

Lazy I is a haven for locals to release

panies it, in the name of ART._
Contrary to popular belief, Horry County is
home to numerous diverse cultures, each with
distinct musical identities that young experimentalists, like Drew, yearn to explore. He
1O_ ternpa

11

atypical surges of energy and expression. The venue, which first served as a
practice ground for Wood's previous
band, has gained recognition as one of
the few locations in the area that promotes unfamiliar local bands. The name
of the scene itself, a play on words, is an
invitation to hang out with friends and
enjoy the entertainment. On any given
night, one can experience numerous
forms of music, such as electronica,
nerd-core, pop-punk, and even dromerock. And how convenient--you can buy
records, videos, and stickers of your
fave' bands from the Lazy I as well.

If Myrtle Beach is in need of a minor

cultural revolution, I have no doubt that
one may be developing from the musical
seeds planted by several local bands.
However, in order to achieve this new
culture, members of these bands and
their promoters are lobbying for growth
within the underground _industry.
Besides the Lazy I, there are few
places to catch local bands. Other
havens include Alley Cats and Billiards,
both located in the heart of Myrtle
Beach. Drew Jacobs believes that if our
area endorses more of these establishments, and people are exposed to more
artistic music, perhaps the materialistic
views of pop culture will slowly fade
away and be replaced with a tru~ understanding of self-expression and integrity.
After all, the energy speaks louder than
the music: honest,. personal_success is
the only true success.

■
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WORDS: Ellen Bernstein

The rain and thunder had given way to a beautiful

with an invocation by Robert C. Wilkes from the First

evening. The sun was just setting over the Thomas W.

Presbyterian Church of Myrtle Beach. President Ron Ingle

and Robin W. Edwards College of Humanities and Fine

followed with a warm welcome. He touched upon the fact

Arts Building as I took my seat.

that Coastal is a dynamic place, where change is

With every note played by the band, I could feel

embraced and is often the norm. Furthermore, he said,

myself relaxing more and more. You see ... l had suffered a

the new building will be a place that welcomes and honors

terrible ordeal right before I attended this dedication. Car

the quest for discovery. As a student who has experience

accident? No. A spill on my black skirt? Not even close.

in the game of switching majors in the "quest" for self-dis-

Something far worse: my roommate's cat bludgeoned my

covery, those words are not only familiar but also encour-

leg in a sneak attack as I left my apartment, destroying my

aging. Another speaker who was extremely eloquent and

pantyhose. Apparently, his food dish was empty and he

captivating was Lynn Franken, Dean of Humanities and

decided to sample Rack of Ellen. Ok, enough sympathy

Fine Arts. The end of her speech was warm and enticing

for me--back to the dedication.

as she wished everyone always "the wisdom of the book

Our seats were located on the newly laid sod in
front of the building, and when I sat on my folding chair, I

and the joy of the dance."
I'd have to say the most unique part of the cere-

felt as though I was sinking into a shallow grave.

mony was the butterfly release. One student from each

However, my thoughts were put to ease as Miss Teen

department took part in the release to symbolize the diver-

Pianist, South Carolina, sat in my row (crown and all,

sity of the building and the unity of Coastal. There were

folks). Obviously, they wouldn't risk her safety, so I decid-

47 butterflies released, one to symbolize each year since

ed I too was safe.

the founding of Coastal. Finally, the ribbons were cut and

I had a moment to briefly glance around and see
the familiar faces of teachers past and present. There

the crowd moved inside.
Everyone slowly entered the building in a polite

were also a good number of students present. However,

manner (so you can squash the rumor you heard about

the majority of students were either ushers, in the band,

the mad dash to the champagne toast). The lobby had

performing or otherwise involved. There were only a few

undergone a complete transformation from just a few

who attended simply to take in the festivities. One would-

weeks ago. No longer was it filled with construction work-

n't dare think others avoided the dedication because it was

ers, a small radio playing classic rock, and tool belts. Now

cutting into Friday, September 21 st's happy hour.

it was filled with nicely dressed guests wearing belts of

After everyone was settled, the dedication began
4_t rnpa

gold and leather, and the radio was replaced with a rather

-----

cheerful harpist.
After everyone filled the court-

Grand opening of the Rebecca Randall
Bryan Art Gallery. From left: Cheryl

_ Newby, Nettie Long, Ronald Ingle,
Charles Wright, and Lynn Franken.

packed with diversity. I'm speaking of

yard, armed with a glasses of cham-

the Rebecca Randall Bryan Art Gallery.

pagne, David E. Millard made an

I had the chance to attend the opening

endearing toast to honor not only Robin

of that as well. Rebecca Randall Bryan

Edwards, but also to the late Thomas

bequeathed $1.8 million to Coastal, the

Edwards.

largest single donation ever. The pieces

After the toast, guests were

----+--------------

wonderful place in the Edwards building

in the gallery itself are from the State Art

invited to tour the building and help

Collection, curated by Harriett Green,

themselves to a wide variety of foods.

Program Director for the Visual Arts of

Of course, I considered myself a guest

the South Carolina Arts Commission.

and sampled the grilled Portabella

The entire State collection contains over

mushrooms, fine fruit, cheeses, and little

400 pieces, which are displayed in

tiny desserts that pack a calorie-punch.

groups throughout South Carolina.

For the carnivorous at heart , there was

-------------------

I took some time before the offi-

chicken, ham, and a mammoth roast

cial opening of the gallery to speak with

beef to celebrate the occasion.

Andrew Wilson, overseer of the gallery.

--t--+--+----+--+---+--t----+---+--t--

For a while, I followed the
guests around, and the most frequent

contemporary artists (about 1960-pres-

comment I overheard was, "Look! They

ent) who are all in some way affiliated

finally have windows in their offices!" I

with South Carolina. He exclaimed

then took a seat in the courtyard about

enthusiastically, "Sigmund Abeles is

ten feet from the tranquil fountain and

probably one of the most distinguished

stopped to take it all in. I couldn 't

artists in the gallery." He added that

lamp-lit sky was where I attended class-

gallery. Elizabeth F. Keller (instructor of

es during the day. Therefore, I feel the

ceramics) has a breathtaking piece

need to stop and say a thank-you to the

called 'Discerning of Spirits.' The

Edwards ' on behalf of the student body

gallery is open from 9am until 5pm on

and myself.

weekdays to all that would like to par-

--------

■
■
■■■■■■■■■
■■■■■■■■■
Centerpiece fountain in the
open air courtyard .

----•--111■
I■
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-+--....-

----------"----11---..,._

____

View of the new Humanities building from across the Wall pond.

He informed me that the works are from

As I sat there , I was joined by a
new face, Myriam Roncancio , a new

take.
The media used to construct the

instructor for Spanish. I asked her what

artwork in the gallery was so diverse , it

she thought about the building, and she

makes sense that it should be in a new

replied that the architecture and land-

diverse building. Just like Coastal, in

scaping were beautiful. She is originally

this gallery, there 's something for every-

from Colombia and has been here in the

one. My last thought about all this is a

_ States for about a month--yet another

call to students to take part in these

example of the Humanities building

events. After all, does the 'milk tent'

bringing together diverse people.

really beat free champagne under a

Speaking of diverse, there is a

starry sky?

■
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Do you know what you did last

contacts with tours, work or study

summer? Did you loaf around your

abroad, and youth host organiza-

usual old stomping grounds? While

tions. With a little saved money,

many students spent their summer

your passport, correct visas, and

waiting on unfriendly tourists, others

your bags packed, you could soon

spread their international wings and

be in Europe, Africa, Australia, or in

hopped over borders. They

your car driving the "land of the free

received much-needed training in

and home of the brave."

their fields by completing internships.
The normal Myrtle Beach thing,

At Coastal, the CIEE (Center for
International Education Exchange)

getting a job waiting tables or clean-

department offers semester opportu-

ing golf carts, wastes your God-given

nities in England, Italy, Japan,

talents. Instead, you could set out

Australia, and Germany. Summer

on an adventure of learning and

programs are available in Costa

broaden your horizons. Don't worry

Rica, London, Mexico,Germany, the

about money--college is the only

Galapagos Islands, and Ecuador,

time when it's socially acceptable to

along with special programs in Spain

be poor. And if you insist on waiting

and New Delhi. And if none of these

tables, then why not wait them in

options thrill you, you could still be in

Spain, the U.K., France or Italy?

luck, because you don't have to trav-

There are thousands of organi-

el through the school. Talk to Geoff

zations centered around student

Parsons, International Programs,

travels. They offer special airfare,

Prince 105. For other opportunities

and literature, or visit ciee.org
or studiesabroad.comfor
more study or work experiences

is the limit. More

all of them do. They can be sin-

Europeans take advantage of

gle rooms or communal halls with

backpacking than do Americans,

cots. Be careful though, I've

but it is a great way to see the

heard some horror stories. If you

world. I'm not talking about hik-

don't feel comfortable where you

ing for days and sleeping in the

are, sleep with your bag in your

woods,although you could do

hands and shoes tied tightly on

that too, if you enjoy that kind of

your feet. Think about how confi-

adventure. I'm talking about

dent you'll feel after you realize

abroad. If you want to go to

going by bus, train, plane, or boat

you can depend on yourself to

Britain, check out Bunac.com,

and staying in very economically

get by, find where you're going,

which is the company from which

reasonable hotels or hostels. No

makefriends, and most impor-

you can get your U.K. work visa.

guides or plans needed, just you,

tantly, form your own decisions!

Bunac is especially helpful. They

your backpack, and the world. In

walk you through everything from

Europe especially, trains are a

finding a job, to a place to stay,

perfect way to get around.

and guides for attractions. You

They're high speed and fairly

can pick up a Bunac application

cheap. You can see London one

in the CIEE office.

day and Italy or France the next.

The CIEE office also has

A little piece of advice though:

name:

TOM MORRELL

age:

22

class:
major:
internship:

SENIOR
ART STUDIO
LONDON, ENGLAND

My summer internship took

great literature filled with thou-

take the time to visit at a leisurely

flight from a joking comment

sands of paid or volunteer oppor-

pace. You don't want to try and

made by my sister's good friend,

tunities around the world. They

see everything in a few-hour stop

who was visiting from London. In

have positions everywhere from

and miss out on important things

a conversation about school, I

Africa to right here in the U.S.,

like the local culture and native

mentioned I was interested in

with jobs ranging from internship-

peoples.

graphic design; suddenly, her

level research to fruit-picker.

Hostels are excellent places

eyes lit up. "My husband owns a

They also have periodicals like

to spend a night, week, or an

design firm, maybe we'll steal

Student World Travelerand
Student Travels,which have tons

entire summer. They can range

you away from your parents for a

in price from a few dollars a night

summer," she said laughingly.

of information on programs and

to one-hundred plus dollars a

companies that specialize in stu-

week, and are located all over

her and her husband (not to men-

dent traveling.

Europe. Usually the more you

tion my parents), I got a chance

pay to stay there, the better the

to meet with him, an English man

the summer, and have the means

hostel. Many serve meals and

named Eddie Dieghton. The

to support yourself, then the sky

have places to bathe, though not

interview was short and some-

If you don't want to work for

Well, with a little pestering of

what disheartening; he wasn't
very impressed with my portfolio. "I think we may be able to
help you," he said.
I was excited, to say the
least; I've always wanted to
travel abroad, and I'd be learning from some seriously talented
artists during the trip. I got
everything in order (somewhat).
Passport, a work visa through
Bunac.com, money (what
money?), some airline tickets
through counciltravel.com, and I was
on my way.
Touchdown in London's Gatwick
Airport. My boss picked me up from
the airport, and brought me to a
hostel, the "Hylem, Arthur West

Big Ben towers over the
Eye of London

House," in Hampstead, London.
I arrived in the early morning, so

friends and introduce
me to them.

no one was around. I thought to

There were hundreds of people,

myself, "This place looks pretty bor-

all 16-30 year-olds, drinkin' up and

ing." However, I did notice that

having a good time--people from

there was a bar in the lobby, so I

Australia, Trinidad, Spain, France,

thought, "Hey, it can't be all bad."

Italy, Syria, South Africa, and the

The man behind the desk gave me

U.K., of course. They accepted me

a sly look, and said, "You're gonna

right away, and I never looked b?,ck.

have fun here." I got into my room

That's pretty much what living in the

and woke a man sleeping in the

Hyelm was like.

other bed. The big Aussie jumped

When I arrived at work, at

up, dredlocks waving, and said,

Department X, Ltd., I realized I was

"G'day mate, my name's Scary."

in over my head. I didn't know

"No kiddin," I replied. After talking

what I would be doing. Plus, I di

for a while, Scary got dressed and

know how taleAted the other

said he pad to go out, but that I

employees would be. Instead of

should meet him there at six for the

putting

e through any training,

"party."
My new roommate, the Scary
guy, had just returned from a six
week off-road bus tour of the Middle

"What? I'm doin

East, and was eage to go find his
friends when he returned. We got

You've gotta b

dressed and went down to the bar

like

where he was trying to find his

dream come true. I could

-a crank the stereo

Homemade panoramic of the city of London, taken from
Parliament Hill in the Hampstead Heath.

in the office. Department X was the
complete opposite of my last internship in Manhattan. Whenever I
needed help, the other workers were

and bars to sight-seeing (basically

took a day trip to Stonehenge and the

there for me. They even pretended

everything one could imagine). On the

town of Salisbury. The trip was fun,

like they didn't get annoyed with me

weekends we travelled around

but Stonehenge wasn't as impressive

when I kept asking the same ques-

London. We played soccer and rugby

as I thought it would be. It's commer-

tions.

in the Hampstead Heath, which is

cialized now, and has no bathroom,

kind of like Central Park, but just out-

so after a night out on the town and a

Metal Gear Solid 2, Pro-Evolution

side the big city. London is an amaz-

two hour bus ride, I was dyin'.

Soccer, and film flyers. I also got to

ing city; better than Manhattan, in my

watch the comic book artists at work,

opinion.

I was able to work on games like

which was quite exciting in itself. One

After Scary moved out, I was by

Towards the end of my internship,
Eddie let me take a week off to go to
Spain. I went with my friends Carli

of my ads even got picked by their

myself for awhile, but eventually

(Aussie) and Jen (Scottish). It's quite

clients for their Silent Hi/12 campaign.

moved in with a cool cat named

an amazing feeling when you can find

It can be seen in the October and

Leroy, from Kent, England. Leroy's

your way from your hostel, through

November issues of PSM (Play

one of the best guys I've ever met;

the subway (tube), to the train station,

Station Magazine), Electronic Gaming

he's got this whole James Brown

to the airport, to the trolley, to the

Monthly, and OPM (Official

meets Robert DeNiro vibe to him.

plane, touchdown, get a cab speaking

Playstation Magazine).
Life outside of work was even

I only got two chances to travel
outside of London, and when I did, I

Spanish (thanks to my Spanish professors here at Coastal), direct him to

more exciting. I made so many

friendhips that I hope will last
a lifeti e. Every night was dif-

This is actually about as
close as I could get.

1ernpa
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Tom makes a friend on the Rock of
Gibraltar. Later confiscated by Customs.

tomorrow. I thought I misunderstood

began helping her with her trace

his Spanish, but he was serious. So I

metal research in the Waccamaw

left and came back to pay my bill later

River. By the time summer rolled

that day. I will definitely return to

around, she had hired two additional

Spain one day.

students (Chris Weeks and Devra

With all the friends I made, things
I saw, things I tried for the first time,
things I learned both in and outside of

the hotel on poorly written directions,

on the southern coast of Spain,

about half my life this last summer.

the salt marsh ecosystem. Because

When I left England, I wasn't ready,

trace metal research involves rigorous

but I guess that's good, because now

standards and techniques, the project

I'll definitely return.

required incredible amounts of work
and time; as a result I spent more
tedious hours washing bottles than I

name:
age:
class:
major:
internship:

AARON BECK
20
JUNIOR
MARINE SCIENCE
COASTAL

known as the Coasta del Sol. I only
had a week in Spain, but I got to see

I stayed here in Myrtle Beach this
summer, figuring the water would be

Fuenguirola and Marbella, two small

warm, and hoping for good surf. Well,

cities with a lot of nightlife. The

the water was warm, but the waves

Spanish know how to do it: siesta in

were nothing close to decent. Be that

the day, party all night. Since the girls

as it may, I had one of my most pro-

would be staying for a few weeks, I

ductive summers ever.

they were sunbathing.
I can't explain the feeling of work-

In the middle of the spring semester, I began looking for internship
opportunities here at Coastal, in the

ing your way around a strange city to

hopes that I wouldn't have to look too

get to the mountains on limited verbal

hard or too far away. Luck was with

skills. You try to speak to someone,

me, and I found a research position

but instead you smile, and they seem

assisting Dr. Jane Guentzel, an assis-

to get it and smile back. The people

tant professor of Marine Science. I

were very nice. One bartender I met
near where I stayed couldn't break my
bill, so he told me to come back
20_hm1pa

care to write about. But it was also
immensely rewarding work, and I
learned more over the course of the
summer than I think I have during my

a lot. We were in between

took a few days to sight-see while

My personal study was to examine gas-phase metals production in

out from exhaustion.
condo in La Cala de Mijas, which is

research projects on Waites Island.

work, I would have to say that I lived

and hop in the pool before you pass
We stayed in Jen's grandparents'

Blanden), and we all began separate

Aaron and Chris were later kicked
off the island for building the house
in the middle of the marsh.

two years here at Coastal.
Basically, my research involved
filling special bottles with marsh

Left: This homemade floating cage was
designed to hold sample bottles during the
experiment. Right: Aaron takes sediment
cores: like apple cores, only more dirt.

clean lab in the Science Building.)
Trace metal concentrations are so
low that they require highly sensitive detectors and extremely carewater, adding various chemical spikes,
incubating the samples in the marsh

. - -. .

for a day, and then tak_ing them back

ful handling and cleaning. (Hence,
the tedium of bottle washing.)
Because we were studying the
metals in gas phase, the samples had
quickly as possible.

the incubati

.

the elements.

- •

surfing, and bottle-gu

--•

.
.
.
•
•
- ••••

-

the samples.
•
:

would kayak out, retrieve the t5

uate junior. In

nt to• Baltimore to

and head back to the clean lab at

•

·-

• •

for Environmental

and past projects, Dr. Guentzel has

and Chemistry. Now that's

set up a sophisticated Class 100

a resume addition. Who says

ence.
continue for an

To preservenature,we must first
understandit.
r couple of

months, although the rewards of
my efforts are al ready evident.
Dr. Guentzel puts a huge
amount of effort into helping her
"interns" become part of the
greater scientific community.
We recently presented our

Labwork: Not just
surf and sand.
I teamed up with Dr. Miguel
Olaizola to work on a project funded
by the U.S. Department of Energy,
whose three-year project is to determine a method for removing CO2

You say goodbye; I say hello ...

from industrial emissions in a safe
and cost-effective manner. My part of
the project involved using microalgae

name:
age:
class:
major:
internship:

ERIC MAZZONE
21
SENIOR
MARINE SCIENCE
HAWAII

After a summer amongst the
insanity of Myrtle Beach traffic, I
decided it was time to explore the
vast possibilities offered outside of our
beloved Coastal. Months of searching and six applications later, I was
offered an in
am.

a biotechnoloam, named

C (Marine Biotechnology
Engineering Center), is jointly operated by the University of California,
Berkeley and University of Hawaii,
Monoa. I was placed at Aquasearch ,
a nutraceutical company located

to alter water chemistry, and eventually remove CO2 in solid form.
I learned many techniques used
for the growth and assessment of
microalgae, as well as standard procedures for lab equipment that I hadn't yet been exposed to. The best
part of the project was that I designed
and conducted experiments independently. The workday started at
7:00AM, but this is easy to overlook
when you see the sun rise over an
volcano on your way to work
. The program also
writing, and more i
lie speaking; a final pa

beachfront in Kailua-Kona, Hawaii.

When this is your classroom,
you never call in sick.

vable, and even
own for great
s better than

nd you know how
everyone

ways talking about net-

working? I finally realized its importance. I met a ton of people throughout the summer that were involved in

Mt. Marathon, Seward, AK

Bottom: Heather and friend, Cinco

I

the field I am interested in joining. I
now have a good resource for recommendations and some inside connections to graduate schools.

name:
HEATHER VUKELIC
age:
21
class:
SENIOR
major: MARINE SCIENCE & Biology
internship: ALASKA, USA

Interning outside of Coastal was
one of the best experiences of my col-

When I think about last summer, I

lege career. Granted, I worked beach-

recall an escape from all the tedious

front, snorkeled on my lunch breaks,

schoolwork, relief from the pressures of

and went cliff-jumping when I could.

deadlines, and time to sit back and

However, the exposure to a scientific

relax. I had a moment to take a seat

environment outside of Coastal really

and watch the world go by instead of

opened my eyes to the multitude of

actively trying to battle time.

possibilities available to all students.

I have always associated summer

Regardless of your major, a summer

with the warmth of the sun, swimming

internship gives you a taste of working

pools, and family, but this summer

in the real world, a network of contacts,

brought me to a place that did not con-

and some unforgettable memories.

form to those ever-so-common ideas. I

spent my summer in the most spectacular part of the country that I had
ever laid eyes on--Alaska. Alaska is
an area that encompassed all my
dreams and exceeded all my expectations; a place where snowtopped
mountains meet the ocean; a serene
place where I felt so close to
nature's tranquility that it seemed I
could almost embrace it.
I lived in a very small town (population about 4000), called Seward,
situated on the Kenai Peninsula at
the head of Resurrection Bay.
Standing 3022 feet, towering Mount
Marathon provides a breathtaking

Heather goes for a hike up Mt.
Marathon with roommate Alicia (r)
Sea Life Center, along with three
ifferent areas in the
ting

backdrop for the town. Behind Mt.

firsthand what it's really like to live in
a small fishing town. I learned that
in some cases moose are far more

Marathon and extending down the

dangerous than bears. I grew

coast lies the colossal Harding

accustomed to the frequent sightings

lcefield. Seward, not exactly a

of, not only bears and moose, but

mer "hot spot," averages temper
tures between 49 degr

less than one hour. I experienced

also whales, Harbor seals, Steller

the

sea lions, and sea otters as I ran
along the bay. These electrifying

in the summer. Some of the m

encounters and others made last

things to do there are sport fis

mer one of the most amazing

boating, hiking, camping, sa

ve ever had. In

whale watching, and most importan

d new passion for

ly, relaxing. While there I sampled a

rsonal experi-

spectrum of activities, collecting

ed them

many photographs and memories
from each adventure.
I was an intern a~

Ala

with, and above all,
an actual glacier and see many
peculiar species of wildlife. Joining

I hope you enjoyed reading
about our experiences, and that it

the festivities on

has inspired you to find something

Independence Day, I

interesting to do with your summer

supported the fearless

vacation. There is a world of oppor-

men and women who

tunity right outside your door, but it

traditionally run up and

will not wait for you. You have to

down Mt. Marathon in

find it on your own.

■

Photos courtesy of Patrick Emery,
Championships . Photographers: C

WORDS: Vincent Russo

Myrtle Beach: What a place to avoid if one is

coast in search of better surf than what Myrtle

looking to find some surf. It's no wonder Bruce

Beach offers, so basically anywhere should suf-

Brown avoided it when he filmed the legendary movie

fice.

The Endless Summer. With its whack-ass coast line,

Another aspect of surfing in Myrtle Beach is

surfers in Myrtle Beach.find themselves extremely
frustrated when neighboring Wrightsville Beach, NC

the surfers. Many of them are really cool guys

is reporting six foot glass, and Pier 14 has its typical

new surfers with whom to have sessions. Many

knee-high close-outs in six inches of water. Yet, the

females are out getting their kicks in the water as

spirit of surfing lives on. I find many of the friends I

well.

have met here making small road trips to Wrightsville.
One buddy of mine even went as far as Sebastian

The various surf spots in Myrtle Beach range
from 54th St. North all the way south to

Inlet, Florida. Although, when a swell does roll up on

Springmaid Pier and Surfside. The shallow sand

Myrtle Beach's local breaks, every surfer at Coastal

bars at Pier 14 and Springmaid allow for really

can be found out in the water.

nice barrels that break on the inside when it occa-

I came to CCU for a superior education in Marine
Science and the chance to surf every day, not knowing the surf here was little more than pure crap. The
first week of classes, my buddy Nick and I went to
join the surf club. Of course with little surf, there was
little motivation to continue Coastal's surf club. We
decided to start it up again, and with the help of our
friends Jason, Zack, and Kira, the surf club was
reborn. I was assigned the duty of president, and
knew from the attendance at our first meeting that
there are a lot of people interested in the club. It is
very difficult to get the club rolling with class and
work, so we ask that all who are interested, please be
patient, things will start to happen soon. The main
goal of the club is to travel to other parts of the east
26 _ 1ernpa

who surf well. They are all very eager to meet

sionally gets big. Surfers can.find a real sweet

SoManv
Choice
Classic Longboard: The original recipe.
These boards are big, and surfing them is like
driving a small school bus. They're easy to
learn on, and work well for small waves. The
general rule is: the bigger the board, the easier it is to catch a wave. (Likelihood of being
spotted in Myrtle Beach - 7)

Tri-fin/Performance Longboard: Like the clasinner of the 2001 East Coast Surfing
is Fuller and Ray Halogren.

sic, only finely tuned. These boards provide
maneuverability and flexibility, to allow a little
more rider style. A fun board for those days
when the waves start building far out, but can't
be caught with a smaller board.

<?lPier 14 on a
th
N.E. swell, and 64 St. probably has the biggest

le.ft tlwtforms

011

the south side

(MB probability - 9)

waves around. All in all, when there is surf, the
breaks perform pretty well.
So far in the two months I've been here,
there have been about three decent swells.
Many friends have ventured off to find bigger

Big-Wave Gun: As the name suggests, these
are big. strong muscle boards for when it gets
real big. Note the extra stringers that were
added for strength.
(MB probability - 0.05)

surf, and for the most part, been successful. I've
been disappointed thus far with the surf, but am
far from disappointed with the surfers I've met

Fun Board: The middle-of-the-road board.

here. My hat goes off to all of the veterans who

Pretty much everyone can ride one of these,

have put up with these inconsistent waves. Their

like the longboard. It doesn't provide much, but

ability to continue to have fun reminds me what
surfing is all about.

■

is still a good board for novices and intermediate-skilled surfers.
(MB probability - 10)

High-Performance Fun Board: Like the above,
only this one is built for more maneuverability.
Geared toward the more experienced surfer,
these boards allow room for creativity, but can
still catch the smaller waves.
(MB probability - 8)

Fish: The ultimate hybrid . Allows riders to get
real tight in the curl of the wave, so it wo rks
well in the shorebreak Myrtle Beach always
seems to have.
(MB probability - 5)
The Basic Tri-fin Shortboard: Geared toward
adva nced surfers, the shortboard must be pumped to
get a decent ride. This is an incredibly flexible board
in the hands of a pro. and the shape and size allow
fo r mind-b lowing tricks.
(MB probability - 6)

Stringer - A thin strip
of wood that runs through
the length of the foam
core to provide strength.
Boards usually have one
stringer, but can have as
many as four.

Artwork is usually airbrushed directly
onto the foam core. Stickers and decals
are also commonly used.
Layers of heavy fiberglass
coating protect soft foam core.
Commonly come in 4-10 oz.
weight sizes.

.--------Foam core - Very
lightweight; makes
the board float and
gives it shape.

Rails - Determine the
turning ability of the board.
Also factor largely in the
drag, planing, and speed.

(Cross-section view)

Traction Pad - Foam pad provides
grip for the surfer's back foot.
Makes it easier to cut and turn
without the back foot slipping off.

~

Surf Wax - An essential tool for most surfers.
The scented wax is rubbed on the board to
provide traction. Water temperature determines
the type of wax to use.

Leash - Anything that keeps the surfer
from having to chase the board after a
wipeout is a good thing. The cuff is
usually made of neoprene and velcro.

Laminating and Gloss
Resin Coating - Provides a
clear, glossy protective coating
that is aesthetically pleasing
as well as functional.

Rocker - Refers to the bottom
curve of the board. One of the
most complex, influential aspects
of the body. In general, the more
curve the board has, the more
maneuverable it will be; less rocker
means more speed, but stiffer handling.

Fins - Provide stability and leverage
for the board, allowing the rider to
maneuver along the wave face. The
two general types include glass-on,
which cannot be removed, and FCS,
which can be replaced easily.

BINGO

Naturally 7...Naturally talented

Words and photos: Lisa Knott
She walked into a room full of
food, dancing, gambling, and western wear, and laid her chips on the
table. She decided her mantrafor

the night is "hit me " and will repeat
it until she has beaten the house
and cashed in her chips for a
chance at a DVD player, a scanner,
or a slew of other prizes to be given

"I' ll stay." "Sir, you only have five."
"I too like to live dangerously."

out at midnight.
Casino Night has been a long-

September 11, getting donations of
prizes was harder this year than in

standing tradition at Coastal, put on

the past. Donations were about half

every year by the Coastal

what they were in previous years,

Productions Board. The Board

but that was understandable with all

began preparations for the night last

the help the Red Cross needed."

May, which included obtaining reser-

Karaoke, a DJ, free food, and

vations for the Crown Reef Hotel

plenty of mock gambling attracted a

and gaming tables from Leisure

large crowd to the Crown Reef Hotel

Time Unlimited, getting prizes to be

on September 28th. The western

raffled off, and finding van drivers

theme also gave students an excuse

and dealers.

to dress in their best jeans, boots

"Putting Casino Night together

and cowboy hats and get down to

was very tedious," Coastal

the Macarena and belly up to the

Productions President Jaime

blackjack table.

Searles said. "With the tragedy of

Students were also pleasantly
ternpa
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surprised when they looked up from

Board wanted to try it out, to see if

their cards, and saw that most of the

there would be any interest from the

dealers were professors. While

students. Even with the events of

Coastal Productions e-mailed approxi-

the day, turnout was still high and

mately 130 professors , the fact that

Bingo was labeled a success, giving

ten showed up (eight of whom were

a repeat occurrence October 2. The

from the science department), was

area of the Commons reserved for

still considered a success.

the event was filled to capacity both

"I heard about Casino night and
how much fun it was last year," junior
Jon Kopay said. "I got to hang out

nights, giving some heavy competition for prizes.
"I went to Bingo the first time

with my friends outside of school, and

and had fun, so I ended up going to

it was nice having the professors as

the second one as well," Liz Murray

dealers. That night I didn't see them

said. "I went with friends both times

as teachers; they were just hanging

and even though they won and I did-

out like the rest of us and having a

n't, I still had a great time. It got my

good time."

mind off the World Trade Center and

Making sure Coastal students

Pentagon attacks. I never thought

have some place to go to have a

I'd be playing Bingo in college, but

good time is part of Coastal

I'm glad I went."

Students gather in the Commons
for a little bingo and prizes.

event that was added to this semes-

sponsored the Naturally Seven con-

Wheelwright Auditorium on
September 26th . The group per-

ter's schedule was Bingo night. The

cert with the African American

formed original songs, as well as

first night of Bingo was held
September 11th . The Productions

Association. Naturally Seven is an

Amazing Grace, paying their respect

acapella group that performed in the

for those affected by the World Trade

Productions' job description. A new

Coastal Productions Board co-

Center and Pentagon attacks.

Coastal students get down ...Watch Out!

"They are a great group of guys;
we really enjoyed having them put on
their concert here," Jaime Searles
said. "Their harmony gave me goose
bumps; it's incredible that they can
pull that off."
Add live entertainment, free food
and interactive games and the product can be any one of the events that
Coastal Productions sponsors. By
bringing entertainment to campus,
Coastal Productions gave students
the chance to walk away with a prize
and a long-lasting memory of the
night.

■

journey to investigate the Qhurch when Steve
told me about the ghos
know at that moment t

waiting for his master to return. Steve said th
the dog's master burned the church down,
unaware that his dog was inside. He then
informed me that ever since the rebuilding of
the church, the ghost dog has been seen and
heard around the grounds.
I never imagined that I would embark on a

I did, however,

hunting."
A few

were on a sacred mission than a search for
paranormal occurrences. It felt like we had
been 11idiog~n
the dark night's road forever.
When the treesfinally began to thin out, we
knew we

near. We slowly pulled the car

up beside the ttrurch, and parked. After sitting
for

a while,

ally did the hardest part of the

"hunt'': tun,ing e car off. As soon as I
stepped out of the oor, I felt as though I was
blind. I was expecting anything to happen, and
felt like t knew what would happen. We continued out "missions"
speaking very little. We

to take the next step, to try and find

care us. We walked around the
it back to the porch we had

and

the steps. Cold and scared, we
the cracks in the chained door...

Words: Michael Slattery
I've heard it, we all have. "Dude, I'm f-ing broke! I

and The Chanticleer has four. They range from editing to

can't even eat!" A lot of us college students live off of

design to business management. What about on-campus

Raman Noodles, while in financial limbo between support

activities? Coastal Productions has five positions, includ-

checks from our parents. For many of you, it seems the

ing such jobs as coordinator, publicity director, and secre-

only way out is driving to Myrtle Beach to work what few

tary/treasurer. What about student government (SGA)?

hours you can get during the off season, while struggling

Four positions. Diversity programming? Two positions.

to get your classwork done. IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE

Community Service (S.T.A.R.)? Two positions. And even

THAT WAY! In fact, you don't even need to leave campus

arranging Greek events: two positions. So, how do you

to get your tuition paid. Sound to good to be true? It's

get one of these oh-so-elusive positions? Well just sit

not, all you have to do is GET INVOLVED.

back and read your way to FREE MONEY.

Here at Coastal we have what are called stipends (say

I bet you're thinking that you have to be in a club for

it with me now, STY-PENDS). Stipends are paid positions

years to procure one of these positions, right? Well, not

open to students who get involved with certain organiza-

so. In less than one year of involvement with the club, the

tions on campus. The stipends work on a tuition percent

position could be yours. In fact our Art Director got his

basis. In other words, if you get a full stipend, your tuition

position with only a few weeks of experience with the

is paid, a half stipend pays half your tuition, and a quarter

Tempo team, when he started two years ago. The key is

funds a fourth of your tuition. See how that works? And if

to make your interest and commitment known. I bet you

you're not from South Carolina, your out-of-state fees are

are concerned with competition. You think that there is no

waived. So the real question is, what interests you?

way that you can be more qualified than other applicants,

Media? Tempo has three positions, Archarios has two,

right? Well, generally speaking, this is not a big problem.
ternpa
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All three Tempo positions were uncontested this year

organizations (except SGA) the process is fairly simple.

(granted, we three had already held them for one year).

You fill out some forms saying you're interested, why

SGA had only two candidates running for each position.

you're interested, what you have in mind for the positions,

S.T.A.R. had fewer than five for their two positions. So

and turn in a letter of recommendation. Then you have

the competition isn't as fierce as you would think. I'll tell

an interview with various people in Student Activities,

you the secret: GET OFF YOUR BUTT, WALK OUT OF

ranging from the Vice-President of Student Affairs (Dr.

YOUR DORM ROOM, and COME OVER TO THE STU-

Bob), to the entire media committee. In a couple of

DENT CENTER to get info on the meeting times and

weeks you are notified and VIOLA! the job is (potentially)

events of these clubs. And in less than a year you could

yours. SGA, the one exception, is elected every spring by

find yourself rich, happy, and involved. For all of the

the student body. ■

So lei',
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tempomagazine@coldmail.com

From: ChrissyKotsopoulos<ck@fakeaddress.com>
To:tempomagazine@coldmail.com
Subject: A look at life in Chiba New Town,JAPAN

>>Wednesday, September 5, 2001 2:42 AM

Hello, I am having a wonderful time here in Japan. TDU {Tokyo Denki University) is
awesome--they are taking such good care of us (international students). My dorm is
small but much roomier than I was expecting and everyone who lives in the student
house is super nice--1 feel very lucky. Mr. Iwasaki is wonderful--he's been bending
over backwards for us, making sure we have everything that we need. The place
where I live is quiet and residential with a lot of countryside--it's really pretty. My first
few days I spent in Tokyo and I think I had sensory overload--all the people, lights,
buildings--Komuro (where I live) was a nice change. I also went to a place called
Nikko before I reported to TDU and it was so beautiful. There were all these green
mountains, clear rivers, and majestic temples and shrines--it was so nice! Anyway, I
have to get going, but I just thought I'd say hello and see how everything is going at
Coastal.
>>Wednesday, September 12, 2001 10:26PM

We had a typhoon here on Tuesday and just as it cleared up, I get news that a plane
crashed into the World Trade Center. So I'm watching the news in Japanese, not
understanding anything and completely dumfounded. The Japanese kids were translating the best they could, but there was still a lot of confusion. Finally, one of the
Japanese kids runs to the room we were in to tell us to go to his room because there
was English news in there. We watched about 20 minutes of Peter Jennings and
then the Japanese news came back on. Luckily, my friends Natalie ( the girl I stayed

LOADING

with my first couple of days in Tokyo) and Vincent had come to visit. They had been
camping out in parks across northern Japan prior to their trip to my house. I am really glad they came when they did because they probably #1) would have been blown
away by the typhoon and #2) not gotten any of the news from the US. Vincent was
h,impa_35
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supposed to leave today to fly into Newark, but I don't think he is going. Natalie is
supposed to leave on Monday to fly into NY, so I don't know what is going to happen
with her. One of the CCU kids' uncle was in the Pentagon when the plane crashed
into it. He called me up freaking out about it. I felt so bad! For the rest of the night,
the Japanese kids were gracious enough to let us stay glued to their television sets
and translate what they could. It is so frustrating to watch something like that and not
be able to understand what is happening. All of the American students called their
families to see what was happening. It was amazing what kind of rumors were spread
within this small community of Americans. I heard there was a bomb in the Supreme
Court, the capital building in Philly was blown up, and that a plane crashed into Camp
David. After all that excitement we find out that there is another typhoon headed this
way. We were up all night long pretty much. Being in Japan and all, we were all kind
of bewildered the day after. Our professors were very considerate and let us all out of
classes for the day. I hope that everything is OK with you guys over there. Please let
me know if you get any new information concerning this insanity. Take care.
>>Tuesday, September 18, 2001 3:50 AM
Things are going pretty good over here. All the ruckus about the news has died down
a little, but we're all still shocked. Two of my friends came and visited me for about a
week (the people I stayed with when I first got here). One of them was supposed to
leave the Thurs. after the attacks, but of course couldn't and ended up leaving this
Monday along with my other friend. Classes are going well. Our Japanese History
class started today and it looks like it will be very interesting. Judo classes start soon
too, which I'm thinking about taking but have some doubts seeing as I'm not too athletic. We had another earthquake tremor last night--the third since I've been here. I
woke up to a rattling noise around 4:00 am and thought that someone was in my
bathroom, but them realized the whole room was trembling. The vibrations about
rolled me out of my futon like a pager on a table. It was a scary thing to wake up to,
but kind of funny now. The remaining CCU students are planning a trip to Okinawa
over one of our breaks from school. We are also looking into traveling to a few other
places while we are here. I think we are planning on going to Mt. Fuji soon and this
Saturday we are supposed to go to a Sumo match. Take care.
>>Chrissy Kotsopoulos
36_iempo
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STORY: Ellen Bernstein

What better way to celebrate your

he greeted me with his bare ass. I

He was damn glad to do it. At first we

21st birthday than a Hawaiian-theme

think he would have been happy to

thought he was kidding, but sure

party, friends, and lots of alcohol?

see anyone at that point, though he

enough, at 5 till, we all went outside

Well, my former roommate and cur-

was a little sad when he told me that

and Robert happily swayed down the

rent Coastal student, Robert, not only

one of his shells was cracked (his

road. We all waited in anticipation

did that, but also added his own per-

words were more along the lines of

(and with cameras) to see if he would

sonal celebratory climax.

"Someone cracked my booby ").

actually follow through with it. He

The day was September 15,

was pretty far down the road where

2001. It was about 4:30 p.m., and I

we couldn't see him but we did hear

went to Robert's new place to have a

him announce that he'd be on his

few sodas before I went to work.

way. "Ready or not, here I come!"

Things were pretty calm as I left for

About two seconds later we caught

work. There were about six people

our first glimpse of history in the mak-

there, and Robert was in full Hawaiian

ing. He ran past us screaming and

gear (flowers around the neck, tacky

smiling, obviously very proud of his

but suave Hawaiian shirt, and a pair

deed. His afro was flying madly in the

of khaki shorts). I bid him farewell,

wind, the coconut shells were bounc-

assuring him that I'd come back after

ing side to side and his naked bottom

I was finished with work. Hopefully

and parts streaked past at warp

he'd still be conscious, and not naked

speed (pretty fast for a drunk guy).

in a gutter somewhere by the time I

He did a sort of victory lap and head-

got back. Well, when I came back, he

The apartment definitely revealed the

ed back down the street to retrieve

was very conscious; otherwise, the

drunken chaos that had taken place,

his clothes. Neighbors who hap-

only thing missing was the gutter.

but it never could have hinted at what

pened to be outside at the right

The flowers were still there, along

was about to happen next.

moment were left wondering what the

with about 15 mardi-gras beads

He began counting down the time

hell they had just seen.

around his neck. The shorts had

left till 12:00 a.m., when he would

been replaced by his female room-

technically be turning 21. However,

that whole scene. I don't know any

mate's sarong. As for his shirt, he

he decided he wasn't just going to

people who would have the balls to

found a nice substitute for that as

jump up and down when the clock

do that. However, as a witness, I

well. You can't go more Hawaiian

stroked midnight. Robert was going

know clearly that Robert did.

than coconut shells over your chest.

to streak naked down Carolina Road

Congratulations, Robert. You are

He was soooo happy to see me that

in College Park. And you know what?

truly one of Coastal's Finest. ■

I still laugh at the very thought of

1empa
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Fall2001
946 Freshmen
Male 410/o
Female 530/o
Avg.SAT:1036
Avg.HS.GPA:3.19

Photo: Wouter Matthijs Reinders, 7' freshman.
One of the new members on the men's basketball team.
Taken by Carly Pastore.

Words: Lisa Knott

•
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We can be a cheerleader or freshman classpratk:ient, continue to experience.
an introvert or an extrovert, an A student or a C stuaeDtl,
In a class of 946, finding a place to fit into is onlga

"Hello" away.
The freshman class of 2001 is the largest
has ever seen, making parking, residence h
rooms a little more crowded. Coastal has
some of the freshman dorms, putting three

•'The University has grown a lot and I hope it makes
the education system here broader and at a higher level,"
hman Kurt Conkon said. "'Plus, I have the chance to
more people with a larger class."
nkon found out that he would be put into a triple in

and was convinced that putting three people in a
built for two would not work. He also found out that

rooms built for two, and assigning roommatesto the

the school

Resident Assistants (RA). This new growth also shows

dents placed in triples by $300 for their cooperation and

the development that Coastal is experiencing and may

understanding.
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would reduce the room and board fee for stu-

"So far, it's been working out well," Conkon

it would inhibit my performance as an RA, and I

said. "We each have our own stuff and try to stay

don't think it has so far. Fortunately, my room-

out of each others' way. Had I known a little earli-

mate, Marty Blair, and I get along fine, but if given

er, I might have looked into finding off-campus

the opportunity to move out, I would encourage

housing, but I never doubted my decision to go to

him to do so just so he could meet more people

Coastal."

on campus."

Not everyone showed up to school in August,

Finding a space close to your dorm room in

and their reserved spaces have been filled with

the Waccamaw and Santee Hall parking lots can

students from triples. Ryan Haley considered

be tricky, especially late at night. After coming

himself fortunate to have been one of the first

home from a club or party at night, walking from

freshmen to move out of his triple into a double.

the back of the Waccamaw parking lot to the front

Haley was placed in a triple in Waccamaw Hall,

of Santee can seem like the distance of a

and after three weeks at school, the word came

marathon.

that one of the three boys would be able to move

"Finding a space near Santee has been diffi-

out. Haley volunteered to move out and make the

cult," freshman Jennifer Bala said. "There is

trek to Santee with all of his belongings.

always parking out in the Waccamaw parking lot,

"When I first found out that I was in a triple, I

but having more light in the lots would be nice. If I

was mad because that just isn't enough space for

have to walk that far, I'd rather not be in the dark."

three people," Haley said. "When the opportunity

Putting the entire freshman class in desks

came for one of us to move out I volunteered

proved to be about as hard as finding parking for

because I had the least amount of stuff. I was

them all, but after initial adjustments, classes have

meeting new people all of the time here and this

been proceeding normally.

■
just opened me up to see and meet even more."
RAs were also placed in rooms with room-

"My Math 130 class was crowded the first few
weeks, and at first I was worried, but since some

mates to make sure that there was a bed for

people in the class have started skipping, I've

everyone who needed one. The Resident

mostlyforgottenmy worries about professor/stu-

Assistants found out mid-way through the summer

dent ratios,''says freshman Kristen Morris.

that they would have roommates, and for most it

Coastal'sdevelopment

rate is increasing as

didn't seem to affect their decision to become an

the ~•s

RA.

arot.irilflitcountry. For many students, though it
"Having a roommate didn't affect my decision

means

reputation gets out to students

extraroommates

and less parking, it more

to become an RA at all," Mike Rivers said. "The

importantly is a possibility to stretch their bound-

only thing that concerned me was whether or not

aries, both socially and intellectually.

■
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UNDiSCiPliNARY
STUDiES
quizbVellen bernstein

Disclaimer: This quiz cannot please everyone and is not

b. broke up the party you attended last weekend,

meant to offend anyone.

or pulled you over for speeding

r
◄\

You're 15 minutes late to class. If you

c. are those bastards that put you in cuffs for

actually go, you were late because:

underage drinking

a. you were up late studying and overslept

Your opinion about NUDITY:

b. you were stuck in 501 traffic

a. only when necessary

c. you are still drunk from the previous night

b. "IT'S NAKED TIME!"

and can't remember where our class is

Professors:

Books for classes:

a. you are on a first name basis with them and

a. you bought every one plus study guides,

frequently visit their offices

and will keep them after your semester's over

b. you know where their offices are and the

b. you used Mom and Dad's credit card to

workload of each through word of mouth

purchase them and will keep their money when

c. are the evil spawns of Satan who gave you an

you sell the books back

"F" on that paper you spent so much time on (it

c. Books? Why spend beer money to buy

took a whole HOUR to find it on the internet and

them when you can mooch off an unlucky

change a few words to make it your own)

classmate?

The Commons:

Favorite Store:

a. you went there to study during finals

a. Barnes and Noble's

b. you've known someone with food poisoning

b. Wal-mart

from there and only eat there when you have to

c.ABC

c. you went there drunk and had the best meal of

Weekends:

your life!

a. were made for studying

Future Plans:

b. are good for a keg party, or visit ,to a

a. work really hard to get into grad school

bar/nightclub, and are a good break to

b. work really hard to graduate and get a job

unwind

c. work really hard to be considered a sophomore

1
\!_,/

c. are no different than weekdays except
there are no classes to interfere with drinking
IBtSBOO papuane

Exercise Style:
a. "I exercise in between my busy class
schedule"
b. "I exercise when I feel like it"
c. "Have you ever lifted a keg?"

The police:
a. are there for your protection when you leave
the library late at night
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Lisa Knott
"A man's maturity consists
in having found again the
seriousness one had as a
child, at play."
-Friedrich Nietzche

Joe Singleton
"Have you tried the green
ones? They're great - I highly
recommend them."

Michael Slattery
Editor
"To think for yourself, you
must question authority."
-Mannard James Keenan

Lindsey Barnhill
"Honest, personal success
is the only true success."

Tom Morrell
Art Director
To resist is to piss into the wind:
anyone who does will end up smelling .
Knowing this, why do I defy?
Because my inner voice is yelling.
-Incubus

Candice James
"Refuse to be responsible;
entertain your inner child."
-Sark
"Many times have I loved-many times been bitten
Many times I've gazed
along the open road"
-Led Zeppelin

Aaron Beck
Assistant Editor
I'm growing older, but not up
My metabolic rate is pleasantly stuc
So let the winds of change blow over my head
I'd rather die while I'm living
than live while I'm dead
-Jimmy Buffett

Dr. Nelljean Rice
Advisor
Tempo: It feels real good.

